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Life After Lockup (Series 1) 

9 x 60’ 

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN 

 

1. Prove Yourself 

Megan faces Michael’s family at his release. Clint fears Tracie’s final hours of parole when she 
demands to meet his disapproving mom. Marcelino worries Brittany’s felon friends can send her 
back to jail. Jazmyne warns Lizzie to stay away from Scott.   

 

2. Truth & Lies 

Megan confronts Michael about his lies & other women at his release. Clint’s mom is stunned by 
Tracie’s unexpected visit. Andrea breaks down at Lamar’s release. Michael’s wife, Sarah, flips 
when she learns the shocking truth about Michael & Megan.   

 

3. Risks & Regulations 

Clint loses it when Tracie unravels & risks all during her final hours of parole. Lamar faces a cold 
reunion with Andrea’s kids after his release. Brittany gets a shocking warning from her lawyer. 
Lizzie’s bold move. Michael & Megan’s sexy reunion.   

 

4. Second Chances 

Megan reveals her secret. Lizzie stuns Scott with surprising allegations. Clint’s mom lays down the 
law. Lamar makes a hard choice. Marcelino flips when Brittany meets felon friend.   

 

5. Trials & Tribulations 

Tracie celebrates freedom, but Clint is keeping a big secret. Michael risks all when he threatens 
parole. Brittany breaks down when she gets devastating news in court. Scott flips when Lizzie 
confronts him about another woman.   

 

6. Dope Spoons & Second Honeymoons 

Tracie explodes when Clint’s secret is revealed. Scott’s proposal takes a turn when Lizzie makes a 
shocking accusation. Michael loses it when Sarah gives birth. Andrea walks out on Lamar’s family. 
Marcelino races to confront Brittany’s ex.   
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7. Close Calls 

Marcelino confronts Brittany’s ex & tempers ignite. Sarah’s life-changing choice. Michael faces 
Megan’s dad. Clint & Tracie surprise his mom with big news. Lizzie’s shocking ultimatum. Lamar 
clashes with the Mormons & Andrea hatches a secret plan.  

 

8. The Schemiest Scheme Ever 

Sarah faces Michael & things go left when Michael makes a shocking claim. Scott’s surprising 
confession stuns Lizzie. Tracie flips when Clint goes MIA before their Vegas wedding. Lamar loses 
it when Andrea’s sneaky scheme is revealed.   

 

9. Broken Bonds 

Michael drops a bombshell & blindsides Sarah. Andrea’s plan backfires & her marriage crumbles. 
Brittany & Marcelino’s epic battle. Michael surprises Megan, but hides a shocking secret. Scott 
explodes at Lizzie. Tracie & Clint’s wild Vegas wedding.   

 

 


